BMX SERIES
BLAZE BLUE

Why settle for second best when you could have a real genuine Raleigh—the No. 1 in BMX? If you want a bike that won’t let you down, you need Raleigh’s Oval Competition Section Carbosspec 23 frame and fork. We’re so confident we guarantee both frame and fork for 15 years! Check out the extras you get—wheel retainers and chain tensioners for safety and performance, alloy brake levers, lightweight pads and durable grips.

BMX SERIES
RICO GREY

Rico has the same frameset and extras as the Blaze Blue, except with Raleigh’s unique new colour finish—just right for a bike that’s got to take the rough with the smooth. For 1986 we’ve improved the spec to give this mega-sharp bike even more edge—narrow alloy rims to cut down the weight and increase the class; also with Comp III tyres. With the Rico, you know you’re on the right track.

STYLER WHITE

For the young racer, or street cruiser the Styler White looks the business. With the laid-back graphic treatment, spoked wheels, and classic Comp III tyres. But check out the extra lightweight components—anodised alloy brakes and levers, and Sugino anodised alloy detachable chainset with a Cr-Mo one piece crank.
...for the racer or street cruiser...

**STYLER MAG**

The Styler Mag just oozes class. For the more adventurous there's the Mag wheels, single finger alloy brake levers, alloy brakes with black Nitrile blocks, SR pedals, and a cool matching white Aeroyal saddle. Combine this with the laid-back graphic treatment and the usual Raleigh reliability and you are ready to ride—go for it!

**TEAM MAG**

Brand new for 1986, the Team Mag is the latest totally trick offering from the No. 1 in the U.K. Raleigh. Finished in the outstandingly successful Raleigh Team colours, this machine is equipped with a mean set of components. Check out the new hi-control, double-braze handlebar—mind blowing! Add to that a white Aeroyal saddle, Team pads and SR beartrap pedals and you are really wired for action. Now ride it—and believe!

All frame sizes suitable for inside leg 22-30 ins.

**THE RALEIGH 15 YEAR GUARANTEE**

Every bicycle in our catalogues carries the Raleigh 15 year guarantee on frame and forks plus a 1 year guarantee on all other components. See the Raleigh Bicycle Guide for details.
...on the right track

**PLATINUM STYLER**
Loaded with genuine big name hi-qual components:— Cr-Mo main tubes and fork, Araya Aeros ("the strongest alloy BMX rims money can buy"), with Suntour alloy hubs, Dia Compe brakes and Tech III levers. Go for Gold with the Platinum Styler!

**PRO RACE TEAM**
The official IBMX World Championship Bike. The Pro Race in Team colours — the champion's choice. Full CR-MO Aero Section frame featuring the best quality components on the market like Suntour sealed hubs, alloy headset and Kashimax saddle.

**CROMO SHADED RED**
A sure fire winner for looks and spec. Tig welded CR-MO main tubes in oval competition section for increased strength and reduced flex plus Suntour alloy chainset and Araya Aero alloy rims.

**PRO RACE SHADED BLUE**
Specifications as Pro Race Team above, finished in shaded Blue.

**FRAMESET**
Aero Pro frame and forks available as a frameset (less headset) in Team Colours. As ridden by 1985 World Superclass Champion Craig Schofield and 1985 No. 1 UK Pro Andy Ruffell.

This catalogue is one of a set of 6 available free from your Raleigh dealer.